Mordred and the King

Mordred or Modred is a character in the Arthurian legend. He is most commonly known as a notorious traitor who
fought King Arthur at the Battle of Camlann.Mordred and the King has 11 ratings and 4 reviews. Sandra said: As
someone who loves Arthurian legend, requesting this book from Netgalley was a no-brain.It is the sixth century. The
classical world is dying, rapidly being replaced by the world of the Christians. Prince Mordred is the son of Morgan le
Fay, the.Mordred (Modred, Medrawd, or Medraut) has become the quintessential The villain is as yet Arthur's nephew,
the youngest son of King Lot and Anna, King.Mordred was King Arthur's son-nephew by his half sister, Morgause.
Conceived through treachery, he was treacherous himself, and a danger to Arthur's.In some versions of the Arthurian
legend, Mordred is simply an evil character and a traitor who turns on his king, King Arthur. In other versions, he's
believed to.The story of England's heroic King Arthur and his arch enemy Mordred has been a popular tale since the
medieval era. It has been told and.Mordred (Modred, Medrawd, or Medraut) has become the traitor and the villain in the
King Arthur legends. Described as Arthur's nephew by some, while many.Mordred or Modred (/?mo?dr?d/; Welsh:
Medraut, Medrod, etc.) is a character in the Arthurian legend, known as a notorious traitor who fought King Arthur at
the.in the Annales Cambriae we are told that Arthur and Medrawt (Mordred) perished at Camlan, but we are not told
they were on different sides. Geoffrey informs us.Sir Mordred appears to have been an historical personage. When he
grew up, Mordred travelled to the Court of King Arthur and was reunited with his real.Merlin's prediction was true; in
the Battle of Camlann, King Arthur stabbed Mordred in the stomach, causing it to go all the way through his body.This
week sees the release of Guy Ritchie's King Arthur: Legend of the Sword. But then Mordred suddenly thrusts himself
along the spear.Everything you ever wanted to know about Mordred in The Once and Future King , written by masters
of this stuff just for you.The legend of King Arthur, a fifth-century warrior who supposedly led the son Mordred rose up
against him and ended the dream of Camelot.
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